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IN 1975 Carolly Erickson and Kathleen  Casey published an article  ‘Women  in
the Middle  Ages:  A working bibliography’, in volume 37 of  Medieval  Studies.
Whilst the potential of such an article was considerable, in practice  a
combination of problems of space and the authors' self-imposed restrictions
makes it of limited  value  for anyone seriously in need of a working
bibliography.  Of some three hundred  works  cited, approximately one-third
were American publications. Erickson and Casey are themselves front-runners
in the great American race to produce the history of  women  but one could  wish
that  quality of work be given priority over  the quantity of material coming from
over the water. In their brief introduction Erickson and Casey showed  such  basic
shortcomings  as  a  lack of knowledge as to what is usually designated by scholars
as medieval, witness a curious apology for  prolonging the ‘chronological or
thematic “middle ages" ’, to include Christine dc Pisan (died c. 1430). In  1979, in  a
volume edited by Barbara Kanncr, The  Women  of England:  Interpretive
Bibliographical  Essays  (Shoe String Press, Connecticut), Casey’s  article on
‘Women in Norman and Plantagenet  England’, detailed her period as  1066  to
the death of Richard II — Plantagenet entombed in the urns and sepulchres of
mortality a  century before its time! In the same article Casey misquoted the
title of her  1975  bibliography, citing it without any reference as to where it
might  be found by the reader. And  anyone, on Casey’s  advice, seeking
Phillippe  Verdier’s  paper on ‘Women in the marginalia of Gothic Manuscripts
and Related Works’, in  Eleanour  of Aquitaine, Patron  and  Politician, edited
W. W. Kibler  (Texas  and London  1976), will run into immediate difficulties as
it actually appeared the previous year in The  Ré‘le  of Woman  in the  Middle
Ages, Papers of the sixth annual conference of the Center for Medieval and
Early Renaissance Studies, State  University of New  York  at  Binghamton,
1972, edited by Rosmarie  Thee  Morewedge (New  York  1975).
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Such carelessness and imprecision inevitably cast  doubt  upon  the
bibliographical 'efforts of Erickson and  Casey,  but  even  if  such  errors were
eliminated, the last  ten' years  have  produced such a torrent of new volumes  that
a  revised, updated and selective bibliography would be  a  worthwhile and not
inconsiderable undertaking now, though  such 15 not to be the chief  purpose  of
this article.‘

In spite of the prodigious flow of the  past  decade, nothing has appeared to
challenge the early giants in the field. The starting point  must  still be. Eileen
Power’s ‘The  Position of  Women’, in The  Legacy of the  Middle  Ages,  edited by
C. G. Crump and E. F. Jacob (Oxford  1926, pp.401-33) and her subsequent
works.‘ D. M.  Stenton’s  book  The  English Woman  in  History (New York
1957) is still  a  standard work on the subject, a painstaking and scholarly
volume written well  before  the onslaught of the feminist  movement.’ Not  that
all  recent'books  have  been  the result of mere leaping on the  bandwagon.‘ The

‘  sudden upsurge'in interest in  women’s  history has clearly had its positive side,
encouraging the  study of a social group in their subservient and hence rather
obscure position, but the anxiety of some to use  such study as a-vehicle to
advance the feminist movement has led to misconceptions  about  the réle of
women, particularly in  medieval  society.

The degree 'of misconception is scarcely greater  than  in ideas and
statements  surrounding Christine de  Pisan. When  Thé  'Book  of the-City of
Ladies  became  widely available following Earl Jeffrey Richards’s translation in
1982, Judy Chicago commented, ‘that this book has been unknown for so long
is  nothing less than  a  tragedy for  women. That  it is finally able to  become  part
of our understanding of  women’s  long struggle for freedom is a tribute to the
human spirit and to the power of one  woman’s  voice’.  It is an overstatement
scarcely surprising from a woman associated with  a  dinner party organised by
the media with place settings for "thirty-nine famous 'women  from  many
periods! If by feminist we mean one seeking equal opportunities for men and
women, advocating the equal abilities of the  sexes  and generally demanding
sweeping changes, then Christine de  Pisan  was not one of these. She cannot be
the 'Bible for the radical  feminists.  In Christine’s world‘ the head-of the
household was the lord and his lady owed him obedience.

Christine’s  most enthusiastic modern  advocate, Char_ity Cannon  Willard,
author of some  seven  papers on Christine  —  the latest in  Medieval Women
Writers,  edited by Katharina  M. Wilson  (1984)‘ -— will  keep readers on the
straight and narrow: ‘There is no indication  that  Christine expected her
contemporaries  to'do  more than  accept  their place in society: she merely
wanted  them  to  make  better use of their opportunities’.° Richards, in the
introduction to his translation, declared  that  at the time of writing no critical
edition of The  Book  of the  Three  Virtues  was available and in her  1984  article,
Willard  stated  in a footnote, ‘1 am preparing an edition of the  text  [of the
latter] based on Boston Public Library Ms  1528’!  In 1985, however, sarah
Lawson produced the first ever English translation of The  Treasure  of the  City
of Ladies  or The  Book  of the  Three  Virtues,  and  though  other editions are
being prepared Lawson deserves due credit for being the forerunner in making
available this remarkable  manual  of advice to all women some 580 years after
it was first written. Not  that  Christine de Pisan has suddenly emerged, as Judy
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Chicago would  have  us believe, from anything approaching obscurity.  As
Lawson points  out, Christine has  been  ‘discovered’ by too  many successive
ages for  that  to be  true, but it has taken until now for popular and accessible
editions of her work to appear and much remains to be done in_that direction.

Born  in  Venice  in 1365, Christine followed her father, Tommaso  da
Pizzano  to France when the latter was made court astrologer to Charles V.
Tommaso  saw to  a  proper education for his daughter who was  soon  married to
a risingvcourtier, Etienne de Caste].a Within ten years  —  1380-90  — the  deaths
of Charles V, Tommaso  and Etienne brought Christine to the  bottom  of
Fortune’s Wheel. Widowed at twenty-five, with five dependent relatives, she
applied herself to  study and ulgimately to writing.  A  bibliography of her  total
composition, verse and prose, is formidable indeed.

The uniqueness of The  Treasure  li_es, of course, in its  being a  woman’s
view  of  women’s  r616. It IS comparable m parts with the Menagier de Paris or
with Robert Grosseteste’s  Rules  for the  Countess  of Lincoln“ but  both  of  these
are the product of male authorship. In essence The  Treasure  is  a  guide to
practical living for all  women.  It proposes remedies for  keeping harmony in the
home, bringing up the children, watching over finances, managing households;
and advice on  such subjects  as extending largesse, how to  behave  as  a young
newly married princess, avoidance of envy, pride and  extravagance  and coping
with  widowhood. In the latter Christine’s own painful  experience  qualified her
extensively to  adviser fellow sufferers. Her early poems  dealt especially with the
loneliness and misery of widowhood but by the time she  came  to write The
Treasure  (1405) she was firmly of the opinion that  te-marriage  was not
necessarily the solution, that  indeed it was ‘sheer  folly’ for  a  widow already past
her  youth  and sufficiently well-endowed to marry again. She lamented the
number of widows who mistrusted their own intelligence and devoted  some
time to offering advice on the administration of  estates.  Apart from the
evidence she provides through her own life of  a  solid business acumen, there
are many othcr examples to be found of highly capable medieval  women.”

This urge to independence, however, was clearly not incompatible  with
Christine's general belief  about  the overall position of women. Her translator
tells us, ‘The  reader seeking feminist polemics will not find  them
here.  .  .  women  generally should work behind the scenes. .the wife at
whatever level of society must  defer  to her husband’. To anyone  with  the
remotest interest in women in the middle  ages, this treatise is an  essential text.
Sarah Lawson’s introduction, though  bereft of any mention  of which
manuscript she  used  or of textual details, is  a  straightforward and  adequate
assessment of  a  work which is long overdue for recognition as  a  ‘classic’ of
literature.

While many modern authors complain of the lack of secondary sources
few  show  much sign of  taking up a  pick and  getting back to the  coal  face
themselves." Those  who complain loudest  seem  the  least  likely to do so but the
same is  nottrue  of  Ithe  contributors to  Women  of the  Medieval  World.

This collection of fourteen  essays, presented to honour John H. Mundy,
exhibit collectively a  generally high standard of scholarship and are the result
of very thorough study of original material.  A  majority of the papers deals with
medieval women  on a religious plane —— as saints themselves or benefactors of
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religious foundations — while the rest are devoted to the legal  position  of
women. However, within  these  narrow themes the authors  have  examined many
broader  issues, some  by reference  to individuals and others by study of groups.

Bernard  McGinn’ sessay on the sibylline tradition m the middle  ages  seems
singularly appropriate as Michelangelo’s Delphic Sibyl on the Sistine  Chapel
undergoes restoration and  with  the death this  year of Professor H. W. Parke, a
noted authority on Greek oracles, to both of whom McGinn  makes  due
reference.  But it is not merely topical. It provides  a most  interesting and careful
account of the history of the Sibyls from  c300- 1500; how they came to. hold a
place  1n the imagination of medieval  man;  and their themes, particularly m the
most  popular  medieval sibyls, the Tiburtine and Erythraen. In the Christian era
they were ten in number  —  noted  beauties whose  pagan prophesies were taken to
be serious until the early seventeenth century. Though written between the  mid-
second century B. C. and A. D. 300 they were  given  credence by such sceptics as St.
Augustine whose qdoptipn of the eighth book' m  The  City  of God was one of

_  the crucial factors' m  their reputation in the middle ages. The eighth  book  with
its famous Greek acrostic ‘Jesus Christ, Son of God. Saviour, Cross’, was
respected as  a  genuine prediction of the return of Christ. The acrostic, altered
by St. Augustine to omit the  final  word, is the one we find in Christine dc
Pisan’s  account of the _ten wise sibyls in The  Book  of the  City of Ladies.  ".
McGinn preferred  reference  to  texts  citing the sibyls in the writings of famous
medieval men — Abelard, John of Salisbury, Thomas Aquinas  —  though
Christine  might  have very appropriately been cited in this particular volume.

_Medieval  attitudes  to  women  wére fundamentally contradictory. Church
and aristocracy were  often  at  odds, both  among themselves and with  each
other, regarding the subjection or.veneration of  women.  Ecclesiastical views
were based on The Fall of Eve. and  though mitigated  by the  Virgin  Mary, the
ultimate  condemnation of the church was highly influential.  "  Christine dc
Pisan, having built her allegorical city describes the Queen of Heaven as the first
of the noble ladies brought to live 1n its great  palaces, followed by some twenty
holy women, many of  whom  were v_irgins. Christine’ 5extravagant praise of the

. virgin  suggests a  strong respect  among women for  those  who remained chaste
for Christ. In The  Treasure,  she writes of these as fortunate, “for  they have
taken the  best  course’." Phyllis B.  Roberts’s essay and  text  of  Stephen
Langton’s  Sermo  de  Virginibus  provides a new example of the clerical ideal
that  the only good woman  was  a  virgin. The church extolled virginity as  a state
of perfection and  Langton’s  sermon concentrates on virginal life as an ideal for
cloistered women. This cult was examined by Jo Ann McNamara  m  1976  and
in the present volume she turns to  a  study of virginity in practice  —  nunneries
in Merovingian Gaul.  "  McNamara considers the cult of saints  which  was
established as part of the expansion of Christianity 1n France with particular
reference to saints Rictrude, Radegund, Rusticula and Sadalberga, all wealthy
noble foundresses of monastic houses.

Of a very different nature are the Italian saints presented by Michael
Goodich. He points out how contradictory attitudes to servants underline the
ambivalent clerical views on women. The servant could, on the one hand, be
the object of ridicule and abuse, examples of depravity and deceit while on the
other, the person who submits to  God’s  will deserves a place among the blessed
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— the  ancilla  dei.  Goodich draws upon reliable sources to examine the lives of
several- servant girls of low birth  abou_t  whom  a  cult developed following
reports of miracles.

While the church upheld the ideal of virginity, it remained nevertheless
inextricably linked with the business of marriage. Some ecclesiastical writers
might  berate marriage, but the blessing of the church was an essential part of
every union. The  degree  of involvement is tackled by Jane  BishOp in her study
of ninth' century bishops as advisers on marital problems. Her particular
interest lies in the marriage of Lothar of Lorraine. The papacy insisted through
the local bishops  that  Lothar  take  back his repudiated wife, even though the
latter feared for her life. Ronald G.  Musto’s essay on Queen Sancia of Naples
reveals that in the fourteenth century the papacy was still opposing divorce,
even in cases of  kn'own  infidelities. Christine de Pisan’s view was  just  as
uncompromising:  ‘you must  live and die with him whatever he is  like’." -In
Sancia of Naples successive popes  found  a  good  deal more than an unhappy
wife. Reconciled she was to her husband, but Musto’s article examines her
defiance of  papal  admonitions not to support the Spiritual Franciscans. Her
surviving letters to the order reveal the degree of failure' In bringing her to  book.

Aside from virginity and marriage, the medieval world offered  a  further
alternative to  women  — prostitution. Leah Lydia Otis has  here  contributed an
article on  what  she rightly claims as  a  neglected  topic  of research —
‘Prostitution and repentance in late medieval Perpignan’.  Based  on an  ‘old  but
erudite monograph' and  a  re-appraisal of archives at Rousillon and Perpignan,
this extremely' lucid and- fascinating investigation of the organising of
municipal brothels; royal interest in prostitution; and the extraordinary doings
of the closely related community of repentant sisters of St. Mary Magdalen  is‘a
remar‘kablc piece  which  leaves  one reaching for  Otis’s  new  book.  Medieval
institution or  not, brothels found no sympathy with Christine dc Pisan. She
had, however, plenty to say on the necessity for repentance!"

An equally neglected area of interest in  women’s  history must  assuredly be
in medieval gynaecology. Helen Rodnite Lemay makes  a  revealing study based
on  a  treatise on the womb by Anthonius Guainerius, a  professor of medicine at
the university of Pavia in the early fifteenth 'century. Since original material for
research of this nature is  extremely thin, the treatise must be reckoned a major
source  for the history of medical care. Lemay presents the treatise as proof of
an  exception  to the much advertised rule  that.  women were always treated by
their own sex in  matters  r'elating to reproduction. The treatise is  a  curious
mixture of Guaineriils’s own experience and learning and mere folklore and
astrology and is full of graphic and seemingly horrific suggestions for the
treatment of disorders attendant upon pregnancy.

In  contrast  to these obscure areas of research, the  status  of  women  before
the law has received much attention in recent  years  from historians and lawyers
alike.“ Three essays _in this volume are devoted to various aspects of the legal
position afforded to women.  That  of John Day on their  status  in medieval
Sardinia provides an unusual example of women treated on something like an
equal footing with men in the  matter  of ownership of property and succession.
In his study of dowry in Italy, Julius Kirshner provides a further example of
legal protection'being offered to women. Those whose husbands were on the
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verge of insolvency were sanctioned to reclaim_a sum or goods equivalent to
the value of their dowry, in what  amounted  to  a  revival of Roman law on dotal
goods

For' most  medieval women life consisted of  three  stages — childhood,
marriage and widowhood  —  and it is in the  last  of these  that  the richest pickings
for historians are to be found. As ‘femme  sole’, freed from the constraints' first
of parents and then of husbands, a  widow  finally became  a  person in her own
right with a recognised  status  in law. Janet Senderowitz Loengard has examined
the intricacies of English dower before  Magna  Carta and how it operated in
theory and in practice. It cannot be said that this essay has rendered  a  complex
subject  more  comprehensible, not least on account of footnotes, in some  cases
running to two or more complete pages — which is  not' the purpose of
footnotes.  Footnote  eleven — the  reference  for one sentence — covers three
pages  containing itself one unbroken sentence of over'150 words! If there are
two articles here trying to get out then  some  division of the material should be
made. There is no denying the signs of exhaustive research, however, and
Loengard has tackled all the major  aspects  of the assignment; claiming and
protecting of dower  estates, as well as the risks and problems arising from
second  marriages. She demonstrates forcibly the  fact that  unmarried widows
were the only women who could in any real sense call their land their own.

Loengard’s widows and Beatrice Gottlieb bring us full circle —_ back to
Christine  de Pisan and, more  directly, to the question of feminism in the
middle ages. In this final essay Gottlieb plunges in where others  might  fear to
tread, examining sensitively and sensibly the possibilities and implications of
applying a  modern  term  to a fifteenth century person. Fully aware of the
problem of definition (can feminism be anything but radical?) and the risk of
being merely anachronistic, Gottlieb presents Christine as  a  ‘plausible  feminist’
—  a  woman who, as we have already seen, essentially sought  an improvement
in  women’s  lives. It is  a  balanced, objective and refreshing approach to this
remarkable woman. ‘To focus on her outrage and concern', writes Gottlieb, ‘is
to miss an opportunity to get  a little  closer to  what things  were really like for
women  then’.  She emphasises Christine's commitment to religious ideas and
feelings. Improvements had to fall strictly within the Christian ideal. Added to
that  Christine had an equally strong commitment  to hierarchy as the  first
principal of  social  order. The alternative  —  equality —  is  a  modern idea and
we  should not, in an age of radical feminism view the present century as the
culmination of  a  steady move towards equality between the  sexes.” To do so
only serves to blunt our perception of medieval women.

In the Preface to their volume, Kirshner and Wemple referred to the
common  methodology of the contributors  based  on a'rigorous reading of  texts,
something first learnt in Professor  Mundy’s  seminars. The lesson was evidently
well learnt and, in spite of the presence of rather too many typographical  errors,
this  is  a  collection of which the latter will assuredly be proud and which will be
of benefit to  anyone  interested in medieval women, general and particular.
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